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BLINDTEX WORLD CLASS WINDOW COVERINGS, CUSTOM MADE AND HAND FINISHED
TO ENSURE A PERFECT PRODUCT EVERY TIME

How we work exciting product portfolio of window coverings with stunning designs for made to
measure blinds and curtains. Partnered with talented designers and a state of the art manufacturing

facility, we bring a fresh flavour of products to the window fashion industry.

Sit back and relax in the knowledge that all our products are “safe by design”, including child safety 
options. Also choose from our motorised product range, which eliminates any hazardous loop cords.

Included are Roller blinds, Roman blinds, Vertical blinds, Venetian blinds, Panel blinds, Cladded
blinds, Romex blinds, Sheer Horizon blinds, Duplex blinds, Wooden blinds, Pleated blinds and
Honeycomb blinds, all available with a vast range of accessories. Choose from pulls, poles and

trims, including shapes and braids – plus a choice of bottom bar finishes.

Our portfolio also includes beautiful made to measure curtains, thereby offering another alternative
for your windows. Available in a number of style options, from pinch pleat to pencil pleat, with
various finishes such as pelmets and tie backs, our bespoke curtains can be made from any of
our stunning fabrics. You will find a selection of designs to suit both modern contemporary and

traditional interiors.

Whatever the season, whatever your style, you can always rely on our products to make the
windows in your home extra special.

Take a look through the following pages and you’ll find all the inspiration you need to transform the
look of any room in your home.

There are hundreds of styles to choose from including luxurious plains and irresistible designs.

We’re here to help you every step of the way. Simply choose your perfect fabric and we’ll take care
of the rest.



1. Giant Peaches - Designer Range | 2. James & Friends - Designer Range
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3. Ellacombe - Modello Range  

ROLLER BLINDS 
Compact and practical, our roller blind collection  
comprises of hundreds of great designs to  
transform your window, ranging from contemporary  
to traditional. 

Blindtex Fabrics has been hand pick to meet the 
demand of the region. We have 100% blackout 
where required. Fade resistant to the sun and also 
have cooling  properties to heat and save you 
money. Blindtex also offer choice of bottom bar 
finishes, our roller blinds offer endless possibilities 
to create your own individual look.  
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4. Airwaves - Designer Range | 5. Manhattan - Designer Range | 6. Vivaldi - Modello Range
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7. Campervans - Designer Range
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1. Latina - Maison Range | 2. Olympia - Maison Range  

VERTICAL 
BLINDS  

Vertical blinds are the most versatile 
of products giving you effortless control  
over light and privacy. 

Blindtex huge range of fabrics are available 
in a variety of colours and textures to suit 
all environments. Our Vertical Blinds are 
controlled using a sleek slim-line Vogue 
system or alternatively our unique EVO 
Cassette System.  



3. Vento - Maison Range | 4. Chelsea - Senza Range | 5. Herning - Senza Range  
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PANEL  
BLINDS  

Window coverage with a modern twist; 
Blindtex Panel range offers over 500 

options in both soft and hard panel fabrics. 

Perfect for the larger window, Panel  
blinds use a sliding system for a smooth  

operation, neatly stacking panels to either  
side of the window when in the open  

position, or sliding over the width of the  
window to create a truly stunning feature in  any room. 

1. Manhattan with Porto alternating colours - Designer/Senza Range | 2. Ferrara with Porto alternating colour - Maison/Senza Range  
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3. Totnes with open panels - Modello Range | 4. Megan with closed panels - Designer Range  
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1. Palma - Maison Range  
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2. Bunny - Designer Range | 3. Foggia - Maison Range  
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3 ROMEX
BLINDS
Create a stunning focal point in any room
with a Romex Roman blind. With a choice
of over 400 options in hard roller fabrics,
these stitch-less Roman blinds are the
modern alternative to soft Roman blinds or
curtains.

Available with standard, sheer or black out
fabric options.





1. Wayland Collection | 2. Belston Collection  

CURTAINS 

Nothing says luxury quite like a pair of sumptuous  
curtains at a window. 

Available in a number of style options, from pinch  
pleat to pencil pleat, with various finishes such as  
cushion covers and tie backs, our range of made to  
measure curtains offer the ideal bespoke solution.  
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1. Wayland Collection | 2. Belston Collection
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3, 4. Camara Collection | 5. Grove Collection | 6. Wayland Collection
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DUPLEX  
BLINDS  

Stylish and simple to use, Blindtex exclusive 
Duplex blind  filters light into a room using a 

two-phase  system that switches from dim 
out to sheer.  

Simply operated via a chain system, alternate  
strips of dim out and sheer fabrics can be  

aligned to create a full sheer blind, a full dim  
out blind, or a mixture of the two. 

Available in a variety of colours, the Duplex  
blind works well in any environment.  
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1. Nayla | 2. Erika | 3. Reagan | 4. Lexie - Castelli Range
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ROMAN 
BLINDS

Stylish and sophisticated, Roman blinds are the perfect choice  
to add a look of luxury to your home. Whether used as a  
statement piece or teamed with curtains, the result is the best  
dressed windows.  
Our range of beautiful fabrics offer a wonderful choice to suit  
all styles of decor, with standard or black-out lining available  
for extra light control.  
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1. Marden Teal Collection | 2. Wayland Collection | 3. Camara Collection | 4. Newport Collection
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Offering light control in a range of
fashionable colours, our made to measure
Aluminium Venetian blinds are available in
a wide variety of finishes to suit any decor.

Operated by coordinating control cords,
controlling light with the tilt and turn

mechanism is simple and easy. Designed
with a unique curved head-rail system
ensuring smooth effortless operation.

Blindtex exclusive Arco Venetian Blind is 
available with colour matched 

accessories and mixed slat options 
to complete the look of asimple but  

beautiful blind.
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VENETIAN  
BLINDS  
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1. Madiba Glacier/Fuschia (Border Design) 2. Madiba Apple/Glacier, 3. Madiba Danube - All From Arco Venetian Range  
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1, 2, 3, 4. All from the Wooden Blinds Range  

WOODEN 
BLINDS 
Go natural and choose our made to measure range  
of Wooden Venetian blinds in a variety of wood  
colours. 

Choose from a selection of stains and grains to  
enhance your own relaxed style of décor. 

The end result is an enduring good look that lasts  
the test of time.  
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Our range of pleated blinds provide 
 versatility and style in a wide selection of  

patterns and colours to suit all types of  
interiors.

 
Also included within the range are our  

“Day and Night” blinds, which combine  
two pleated fabrics within one blind,  

offering incredible light control.
 

Yet another option is the “Top Down  
Bottom Up” collection, which allows the  
blind to be positioned exactly where it is  

required.  

PLEATED  
BLINDS  
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1. Talia Champagne  |  2. Jenna White  |  3. Reya Orange  |  4. Halden Ruby & Sun  |  5. Reya Lime - Antica Range  
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1. Darby Linen  |  2. Darby Dove  |  3. Zaria Hollyhock  |  4. Liana - Antica Range  
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The unique honeycomb construction of these blinds makes  
this range the most energy efficient blind for the home or  
office. Providing insulation at the window, it keeps the room  
warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer, showing  
energy savings of up to 25% in most cases. Combined with  
our range of stylish colours and designs, the Honeycomb 
blind range is the perfect solution for any room or office.  

4  

HONEYCOMB   
BLINDS  



What we offer
Contact your nearest Blindtex retailer

If there’s a Blindtex retailer in your area, then call in to see the wide range of window blinds, styles and 
fabrics we have on display. Otherwise, you can make an appointment for Blindtex to come to your 
home by completing the online form or by calling your nearest retailer.

TIP: the more information you can give us about how and where the blinds will be used, the better.

Blindtex comes to your home

Our expert consultants will come to your home to discuss your requirements. They will listen to your 
needs and how the window covering will be used. For example, they will consider factors such as 
security, safety, blackout, heat saving, heat loss and shading.

TIP: most customers aren’t aware of the full range of window blinds, Curtains and shutters Blindtex 
has available. In a lot of cases, the products our experts may suggest are different to what customers 
originally had in mind.

Recieve a free, no-obligation quote
Our local experts will measure each window or recess and then advise on the best solution from the 
extensive Blindtex range to suggest the perfect window coverings. They will then produce a quote and 
tell you about what happens next when you order our blinds. This will include delivery, installation and 
validate the guarantee on your made-to-measure window blinds.

TIP: ask our experts about the aftercare service they provide - not all window blinds companies provide 
the peace of mind that comes with our high level of aftersales care and our a lifetime guarantee.







SHUTTERS 
Child Safe by Design

 
Whether your windows are in an ultra-modern  

apartment or period-style home, the addition of  
shutters with their timeless charm will transform your  

room into something truly special.
 

Unlike any other window dressings on the market,  
shutters give you full control over light and privacy so 

you don’t have to compromise on either. Shutters more 
than any other type of blinds help reduce high or low 

temperatures as they have great insulating  properties, 
keeping your home comfortable and quiet on the inside 

whatever the conditions outside.  

* Available in certain countries only







Changing The Way You View The World  

Innov8 Products FZC
Area Q4 - Unit 030, SAIF Zone, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 6 557 8051
Fax: +971 6 557 8052

Email: Sales@blindtex.com

www.blindtex.com  


